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Abstract—Diversity or complementarity of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) systems is crucial for achieving a reduction in
word error rate (WER) upon fusion using the ROVER algorithm.
We present a theoretical proof explaining this often-observed link
between ASR system diversity and ROVER performance. This
is in contrast to many previous works that have only presented
empirical evidence for this link or have focused on designing
diverse ASR systems using intuitive algorithmic modifications.
We prove that the WER of the ROVER output approximately
decomposes into a difference of the average WER of the individual
ASR systems and the average WER of the ASR systems with
respect to the ROVER output. We refer to the latter quantity as
the diversity of the ASR system ensemble because it measures
the spread of the ASR hypotheses about the ROVER hypothesis.
This result explains the trade-off between the WER of the individual systems and the diversity of the ensemble. We support
this result through ROVER experiments using multiple ASR
systems trained on standard data sets with the Kaldi toolkit. We
use the proposed theorem to explain the lower WERs obtained
by ASR confidence-weighted ROVER as compared to word frequency-based ROVER. We also quantify the reduction in ROVER
WER with increasing diversity of the N-best list. We finally present
a simple discriminative framework for jointly training multiple
diverse acoustic models (AMs) based on the proposed theorem.
Our framework generalizes and provides a theoretical basis for
some recent intuitive modifications to well-known discriminative
training criterion for training diverse AMs.
Index Terms—Ambiguity decomposition, automatic speech
recognition, discriminative training, diversity, ensemble methods,
ROVER, system combination.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

UTOMATIC speech recognition (ASR) is a challenging
task due to several factors ranging from variability in
speaker and environmental acoustic characteristics to mismatch
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in topics or domains of the conversation [2]. Most ASR systems adopt statistical models such as hidden Markov models
(HMMs) and N-gram language models (LMs) to account for
this variability. However, many large-scale ASR tasks such as
exemplified by DARPA GALE [3], TRANSTAC [4], EARS [5],
CALO [6], and BABEL [7] projects have shown that the fusion of hypotheses from multiple ASR systems is essential to
achieve state-of-the-art word error rates (WERs). The ROVER
algorithm [8] typically performs this fusion. The observed reduction in WER is primarily due to complementary errors made
by the different ASR systems.
Researchers hence have also focused on designing diverse
ASR systems that make complementary errors for fusion. The
simplest approach is to use intuitively diverse data sets and
diverse acoustic features such as Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and perceptual linear prediction (PLP) features
for training the ASR systems. Another common approach is to
combine structurally diverse AMs such as based on Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) HMMs and deep neural networks
(DNNs) [7]. Other works [9]–[14] have used machine learning
techniques such as bagging [15], boosting [16], [17] and
random forests [18] to train diverse ASR systems. Breslin [19]
provides a comprehensive review of these techniques. A recent
work by Cui, Huang, and Chien [20] presents a multi-view
and multi-objective algorithm for semi-supervised training of
HMM acoustic models. The authors generate multiple ASR
systems on different views of the training data by using different front-ends and randomized decision trees. The diversity
of these ASR systems is a necessary condition for their mutual
information-based optimization algorithm because they use
the ROVER output on unlabeled data as reference. Chen and
Zhao [21] train diverse AMs using cross-validation and speaker
clustering. They also explore several intuitive measures of AM
diversity such as the standard deviation of per-frame acoustic
scores computed by the AMs. They empirically show that the
increased diversity compensates for a reduction in the quality
of the AMs being combined, which results in an improvement
in WER after fusion. No prior work has however theoretically
analyzed the impact of ASR diversity on fusion performance
to the best of our knowledge despite widespread interest in
training and fusing diverse ASR systems.
On the other hand, system complementarity or diversity
is a well-studied problem in machine learning and statistical
signal processing. Many researchers have explored formally the
benefits of ensemble diversity in machine learning [22]–[26].
We present a theoretical link between ASR system diversity
and ROVER performance in this paper motivated by these pre-
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TABLE I
A LIST OF KEY VARIABLES AND THEIR DESCRIPTION
USED IN LEMMAS 1-2 AND THEOREMS 1-3

vious works. We specifically use the ambiguity decomposition
proposed in [24] for squared-error regression as the framework.
The ambiguity decomposition states that the squared-error of
a convex sum of regressors decomposes into the difference
between the weighted squared-error of the individual regressors
and the diversity of the ensemble. This diversity is defined
as the weighted squared-error of each regressor from the
ensemble’s prediction. This result is equivalent to the bias-variance-covariance decomposition derived in [25] and forms the
basis of negative correlation learning for neural networks [27].
It is also intuitively similar to the bias-variance decomposition
[28]. Appendix A further explores this link.
We first propose a simple vector space model for ROVER
WER in Section II to establish the link with ambiguity decomposition. We use this model to approximate the ROVER
WER by a simpler expression involving the squared error. This
enables us to directly apply the ambiguity decomposition in
Section III and decompose the WER between the reference
transcription and the hypothesis transcription generated by
ROVER. We show that our proposed decomposition applies
both at the per-utterance level and also on average over a data
set. Section IV describes our experimental setup using the Kaldi
ASR toolkit [29] and ASR confidence estimation using a variety of lattice-based and prosodic features within a conditional
random field (CRF) [30] model. We also describe the different
fusion strategies we tested in ROVER and our test data set. We
empirically validate our proposed theorems on the test set in
Section V among other experiments and analysis. We then use
our theoretical results to give a unified discriminative training
framework using the minimum Bayes risk (MBR) criterion for
training diverse ASR systems in Section VI. We conclude the
paper in Section VII with some directions for future work.
II. A VECTOR SPACE MODEL FOR ROVER WER
This section presents a vector space model for the WER of the
ROVER output of an ASR system ensemble. We will use this

model for proving the link between hypotheses diversity and
ROVER WER. Table I lists the key variables of this vector space
model and their descriptions. ROVER first aligns the multiple
word sequence hypotheses using dynamic programming (DP).
This alignment also allows for insertions and deletions in the
word sequence hypotheses and minimizes the total cost of word
insertions, deletions, and substitutions1. This total cost is also
known as Levenshtein distance metric over the set of strings.
The aligned output is called a word confusion network (WCN).
It consists of a temporal sequence of sets of competing word
hypotheses. We refer to each such set as a cohort set [31].
ASR systems decoding a single given audio file.
Consider
Readers must note that this includes the case of an -best list
generated from any single ASR system. We first perform the DP
decoded 1-best sentence hypotheses. Let
alignment of the
be the total number of cohort sets in the resulting confusion network. We note that our theoretical analysis applies to ROVER
fusion of any type of ASR output (1-best, -best, confusion
network, and word lattice) because ROVER always performs
fusion on the confusion network output by the DP alignment.
be the number of words in the decoding vocabulary of
Let
the ASR systems. We assume that this vocabulary also includes
a special symbol to account for word insertions and deletions
during the DP alignment. Consider the -th cohort set . We
encode each word in this cohort set using a 1-in- or one-hot
be the 1-in- encoding of the word
encoding scheme2. Let
in cohort set . Each ASR
hypothesis from ASR system
for
system can additionally provide a confidence score in
every word hypothesis. We also embed this confidence score in
which contains the score in the loa -dimensional vector
cation of the word hypothesis and zeros everywhere else.
ROVER computes the following convex combination of the
:
and the confidence score vector
word bit vector
(1)
where
erages

is a user-defined parameter. ROVER then avacross the
ASR systems to obtain
(2)
(3)
(4)

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation (4)
is a vector containing the frequency of each vocabulary word in
the cohort set . The second term contains the average confidence score of each word in the vocabulary. Elements of
lie in
but they do not sum to 1 (
) because
.
such that its maximum element
ROVER next thresholds
is set to 1 and all others are set to 0. We denote the resulting
1-in- bit vector by . Let be the 1-in- encoding of the
1We will assume an equal cost of 1 for insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
Our theoretical analysis easily extends to unequal costs.
2
is a -dimensional bit vector with 1 in the position of the occurring
word and 0 everywhere else.
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DP-aligned reference word for
following 0/1 loss function:

bit vectors which allows us to
norm as

of the IID Bernoulli random variables
from Lemma 1.
Lemmas 1 and 2 thus give us the following bounds which reand its approximation
late the averages of the true
over all cohort sets for a given audio file.
Theorem 1: Assume that all word errors are IID Bernoulli
and
are IID
random variables with parameter
. Then
random variables with mean and support

(6)

(12)

. Thus the WER for
if

Both
and
are 1-inrewrite the WER using the
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is the
(5)

The total number of word errors in the given audio file is just
over all cohort sets . The next lemma
the sum of
proves the relation between
and the probability of a
word error under the simplistic assumption of independent and
identically distributed (IID) Bernoulli errors.
Lemma 1: Define the probability of a correct word
(7)
are random vectors. We assume that all
where both and
word errors are IID Bernoulli random variables with parameter
. Then

(13)
We note that the lower-bound in (13) becomes independent of
as the number of ASR systems increases. In the limit of the
or when
, the approximate
number of systems
ROVER WER lies in the interval:

(8)
is the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of .
The proofs for the above lemma and other results in this
is a non-linear
paper appear in Appendix B. We note that
which makes the analysis of diver(threshold) function of
from (6) difficult. The ambiguity decomposisity in
tion considers the average prediction from the individual regressors. Thus we instead propose to use the following approxima:
tion to
(9)
is easier to analyze because it directly uses
from (4) in place of its non-linear transformation . The
to the ML estimate
next lemma relates
of the probability of a correct word, . Each
takes a
occurs when the true word
value between 0 and 1.
leading to a word error.
does not appear in the cohort set
occurs when all the
ASR systems predict the
thus equals the empirical
correct word in the cohort set.
estimate of the total probability of the correct word in . We
are IID random
thus make the natural assumption that
with mean .
variables supported on
Lemma 2: We assume that
are IID random variables
with mean . Then
supported on
(10)
(11)
where
is the number of ASR systems and
is the
ROVER parameter.
The assumptions in Lemma 2 allows us to relate the sample
over the
cohort sets to the sample mean
mean of

(14)
Both the true and the approximate ROVER WERs are random
variables. Hence, it is useful of think of the above bounds as a
statistical confidence interval in which the approximate ROVER
WER lies. The assumption of IID word errors in Theorem 1 will
be violated for a few decoded utterances. But the approximate
ROVER WER is highly likely to lie in this confidence interval
for a large majority of the test cases. We illustrate this through
experiments in Section V.
Theorem 1 provides a link between the averages of the true
and the approximate ROVER WERs. This justifies our use of the
simpler approximate ROVER WER in place of the true WER for
analyzing diversity using the ambiguity decomposition in the
next section. We finally use Theorem 1 to derive a link between
diversity and the true ROVER WER.
III. AMBIGUITY DECOMPOSITION FOR ROVER WER
The previous section presented a vector space model for
the true ROVER WER, its tractable approximation, and some
bounds that relate the true and approximate WER. This framework allows us to define diversity of hypotheses from the ASR
systems being combined and its impact on the ROVER WER
in this section.
There are several definitions of diversity for an ensemble of
machine classifiers [32], [33]. We use the ambiguity decomposition [24] because it readily applies to a convex combination
of predictions from
regressors using the squared-error loss
function. This fits our approximate WER proposed in the previous section and also provides an easily interpretable result.
The bias-variance-covariance decomposition [25] is an equivalent result which was derived in the context of neural networks.
The ambiguity decomposition uses a scalar target variable but it
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The above equation in conjunction with Theorem 1 enables
us to derive ambiguity decomposition bounds for the average
true ROVER WER. We present this in the next theorem.
Theorem 3: The average true ROVER WER over
cohort
sets
decomposes into the following bounds:

(18)

Fig. 1. This figure illustrates the ambiguity decomposition for ROVER WER
presented in Theorem 2. We consider recognition of a single word out of a vowords and
ASR systems. Each of the ASR systems
cabulary of
predicts a different word in the given cohort set. The three axes constitute the
Euclidean vector space arising due to the 1-in-3 encoding of words. The average
is [1/3,1/3,1/3] and the approximate WER is 1/3. TheROVER prediction
orem 2 decomposes this into a difference of the average WER of the 3 systems
computed from the average squared-length of the finely-dotted lines (2/3) and
the diversity of the ensemble computed from the average squared-length of the
thick-dotted lines (1/3).

is easy to extend to the vector case which we use for our approximate ROVER WER. The next theorem presents the ambiguity
decomposition for ROVER WER.
Theorem 2: The approximate ROVER WER for any cohort
set decomposes as

(15)
Theorem 2 says that for any cohort set , the approximate
ROVER WER equals the average approximate WER of the individual systems minus the diversity of the ASR system ensemble
defined as
(16)

(19)
Theorem 3 gives insight into the relation between ROVER
WER and ASR ensemble diversity in terms of the true WER. We
have made two key statistical assumptions to prove this result the word errors are IID Bernoulli random variables with probability of error
and
are IID random variables with
mean . These assumptions are not realistic because word errors are not IID random variables. ASR word errors often occur
in clusters and tend to be bursty due to the context used in the
AM/LM and the sequential nature of decoding. Furthermore,
Theorem 3 only provides bounds on the true ROVER WER in
terms of ensemble diversity. However, the results of this section do explain the impact of diversity on ROVER WER and
motivate ASR system fusion experiments in the next section.
We now present our experiments with multiple ASR systems to
check the applicability of the proposed decomposition.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We first describe the training of various ASR systems using
the Kaldi toolkit in the next section. This is followed by
a description of our ASR confidence estimation module in
Section IV-B and our test data set in Section IV-C.
A. ASR System Training in Kaldi

This diversity equals the average of the approximate WERs
of the individual systems from the ROVER’s prediction. Fig. 1
illustrates the nature of the ambiguity decomposition by means
of an example in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space for a given
cohort set with
ASR systems. Diversity measures the
average spread of the individual ASR predictions around the
average prediction
.
Because (15) applies point-wise, i.e. for each cohort set , it
also applies on average across the
cohort sets for the given
audio file. This gives

(17)

The Kaldi toolkit [29] provides state-of-the-art open-source
tools for training ASR systems. It offers many advantages
over other publicly available ASR toolkits (e.g. HTK [34]
and Sphinx [35]) such as tight integration with finite state
transducers (FSTs) using the OpenFST toolkit [36], generic and
extensible design, Apache 2.0 license, and recipes for various
standard data sets. We used data from the Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) [37], the HUB4 English broadcast news [38], and the
ICSI meeting [39] data sets for our experiments. These data sets
are popular with researchers in automatic speech recognition
and speech processing.
We used the default Kaldi training recipe for WSJ to train all
the ASR systems. This recipe uses the CMU pronunciation dictionary and its phone set. It first computes Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) over 25 msec long speech frames
with a 10 msec shift. It then trains monophone models using
the Viterbi-EM algorithm. Kaldi’s AM training tools do not use
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TABLE II
SUMMARIZES THE TRAINING STEPS FOR THE THREE ASR SYSTEMS USED IN
THIS PAPER FOR EACH OF THE WSJ, HUB4, AND ICSI DATA SETS

the Baum-Welch or the exact EM algorithm because the computationally cheaper Viterbi-EM algorithm gives similar word
recognition performance. The training recipe next aligns the
training data using these models and uses the resulting alignments to train triphone models (our baseline system M1). We
used 2000 leaves for decision tree clustering and 10000 total
Gaussians for the triphone models.
We then obtained the second system (system M2) by using
the alignments from the M1 models to perform Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Maximum Likelihood Linear
Transformation (MLLT). Both these steps increase the discrimination between the various phones and thus lead to better
recognition accuracy. We then discriminatively adapted the
M2 acoustic models using the Maximum Mutual Information
(MMI) [40] criterion which resulted in the final system M3.
The MMI optimization maximizes the mutual information between the true state sequence and the acoustic feature vectors.
Prior work has shown that it improves WER beyond a generatively-trained AM. Table II summarizes the three systems and
their training steps.
We now discuss our ASR confidence estimation module
which enables us to test the applicability of the ambiguity
decomposition for confidence-weighted ROVER in addition to
the conventional word frequency-based ROVER.
B. ASR Confidence Estimation
ROVER allows each word to possess a confidence score between 0 and 1 during fusion. A confidence score of 1 indicates
that the word is correct and thus should be assigned more weight
in its corresponding cohort set. ASR confidence scores can also
provide useful information to the user of the ASR system and
other modules which use the ASR output, such as spoken dialog systems. Many researchers have thus focused on designing
algorithms for ASR confidence estimation. [41] provides a detailed survey of these algorithms. Most of these techniques use
rich representations of ASR hypotheses such as word lattices,
confusion networks, and N-best lists.
The most common approach for ASR confidence estimation
is to compute the posterior probability of the word hypotheses
on each arc using the forward-backward algorithm [42] on the
word lattice [43], [44]. This directly gives a word confidence
score without any additional processing. However, many researchers have found out that training a classifier which uses
additional features derived from the word lattice and AM/LM
scores is better able to predict ASR word errors. Examples of
such classifiers include maximum entropy models [45], conditional random fields [46], boosted weak learners such as decision stumps [47], and neural networks [48]. These classifierbased techniques typically out-perform the word lattice posterior probability in terms of standard metrics such as normalized
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cross-entropy (NCE) and equal error rate (EER) because they
optimally combine additional features to minimize a loss function on a labeled data set.
We used conditional random fields (CRFs) [49] for performing confidence estimation in this paper. A CRF is a
discriminative model which estimates the conditional probability
of a label sequence given input data . This
conditional probability is written as the normalized log-linear
function
(20)
is the -th feature,
is its weight and
where
is the normalization constant also known as the partition function. The features are defined on fully-connected subgraphs or
cliques of a Markov random field (MRF) composed of elements
of
and . Quasi-Newton optimization algorithms such as
L-BFGS [50] typically perform parameter estimation of a CRF
by maximizing the conditional likelihood of a labeled training
data set. Negative L1 and/or L2 norm of the parameter vector
added to the log-likelihood objective function performs
regularization and gives lower weight to redundant features.
Elements of our extracted data vector fall into two categories–ASR system lattice-based cues and speech signal-based
prosodic cues. We use the time boundaries for each word in the
given hypothesis sentence to extract the following cues:
1) ASR lattice-based cues: The ASR lattice provides valuable cues for confidence estimation because it retains many
competing word hypotheses and their associated AM/LM
scores within the time boundaries of a given word in the
1-best hypothesis. We extracted the following cues from
the ASR lattice:
a) Word hypothesis posterior probability - A high posterior probability of the 1-best word in the current time
segment indicates high confidence.
b) Entropy of word posterior PMF - We computed the
posterior probability mass function (PMF) over all
words in the lattice within the given time boundaries.
A peaky posterior distribution characterized by low
entropy indicates that the ASR is confident about its
word hypothesis.
c) Frequency of word hypothesis - The frequency of the
1-best word hypothesis in the given time segment provides a proxy for its posterior probability.
d) Entropy of word frequency distribution - This feature
was motivated by the entropy of the word posterior
pdf. A low entropy again indicates high confidence.
e) Number of unique word hypotheses - A high number
of unique word hypotheses indicates that the ASR
system is confused between several competing word
hypotheses and the 1-best hypothesis is likely to be of
lower confidence.
f) Number of unique context-dependent states - Kaldi’s
decoder generates lattices which contain the contextdependent state (transition ID) sequence on each arc.
A high number of unique context dependent states
indicates large number of state transitions and thus
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acoustic instability. This is likely to happen in case
of a word error.
g) AM and LM scores - We used the duration-normalized
acoustic and language model log-likelihoods as additional cues.
h) Duration of the hypothesis word - Including the word
duration helps us model any duration-dependent behavior of word errors.
i) Word identity - We also included word identity to
model the observation that the ASR systems committed more frequent errors on certain words than
others.
2) Prosody-based cues: We also extracted mean, standard
deviation, minimum, and maximum of the loudness,
voicing probability, and pitch using the Opensmile toolkit
[51]. Prior work has shown the usefulness of prosodic
features for predicting ASR errors [52]–[54] and speech
disfluencies [55].
Most CRF softwares including the one we used for this paper
3) allow only discrete inputs. We thus quantized each
(
of the above cues into 10 levels using the K-means algorithm.
Using a higher number of quantization levels led to an exponential increase in the number of CRF features and resulted in
over-fitting. Let
if the -th word in a given hypotheses
sequence is correct and 0 otherwise. Let represent the corresponding vector of the above confidence cues after quantization.
We computed two broad categories of binary features for the
CRF model - state (unigram) features which depend only on the
current label , and transition (bigram) features which depend
on both the current label and previous label
. Examples of
these unigram and bigram features are
and
and

and

(21)

and
(22)

where
is the -th component of , is the discrete bin index,
and is the indicator function. We also included features which
utilized contextual information for the input ,
,
,
. This was
motivated by the observed benefits of using temporal context
in improving OOV detection [56]. We mitigated over-fitting
the training data by including an L2 penalty in the training
objective function. Using an L1 penalty instead reduced the
ASR confidence estimation performance slightly. We also
omitted any features which occurred less than 10 times in the
training data.
The next section describes the test data set used in this paper
and its associated in-domain language model.
C. The 2012 US Presidential Debate Data Set
We downloaded the audio and human-generated transcriptions for the first 2012 United States Presidential debate
between President Barack Obama (BO) and Governor Mitt
Romney (MR) from the National Public Radio (NPR) website4.
3http://crfpp.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/doc/index.html
4http://www.npr.org/2012/10/03/162258551/transcript-first-obama-rom-

neypresidential-debate

TABLE III
SUMMARIZES THE TESTING SET 1-BEST WERS FOR VARIOUS ASR SYSTEMS.
THE SYSTEMS TRAINED ON THE HUB4 DATA SET PROVIDE THE LOWEST
WERS. M3 MODELS PERFORM THE BEST OUT OF THE THREE MODELS
TRAINED FOR EACH DATA SET EXCEPT WSJ FOR SPEAKER JL

This debate was held on October 3, 2012 at the Magness Arena
of the University of Denver in Denver, Colorado and was
hosted by Mr. Jim Lehrer (JL). The audio is approximately
90 minutes long. We did not compose the test set using held-out
audio from the WSJ, HUB4, ICSI or other well-known ASR
data sets because we wanted to investigate the benefits of
diversity in the ASR ensemble on a totally new domain.
We performed speaker diarization on this audio using the
system from [57] which uses voice activity detection followed
by correlation-based segmentation and hierarchical clustering.
This diarization system generated three clusters corresponding
to JL, BO, and MR. We did not manually correct the obtained
cluster labels. We then segmented the audio into clips up to
10 sec long for faster decoding within memory constraints. The
number of utterances for JL, BO, and MR were 107, 282, and
253, respectively. We cleaned the reference debate transcripts
by removing punctuation marks and mapping numbers to words
(e.g. “$5 trillion” to “five trillion dollars”). We did not add any
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words from the transcripts to the
ASR pronunciation dictionary to minimize any data set-specific
processing.
Text data from the three standard ASR data sets used here is
inappropriate for training the language models due to target domain mismatch. We thus obtained transcripts of all US Presidential and Vice-Presidential debates from 1960-20125 excluding
the first Presidential debate in 2012. These transcripts contain
approximately 0.5 million words and were used to train a 4-gram
LM with back-off using SRILM [58]. Table III gives the WER
of the 1-best (Viterbi) hypothesis for each speaker in the testing
set using various systems. We observe that the systems trained
on the HUB4 broadcast news data set perform the best. The M3
systems give the lowest WER in most cases. We are making the
debate audio, transcripts, and LM available here6.
The next section presents various experimental results using
this presidential debate data set.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We start this section by presenting our experimental results
for ASR system confidence estimation and WER after N-best
fusion using different variants of ROVER. We then provide experimental validation for our proposed diversity-ROVER WER
link.
5http://www.debates.org/index.php?page=debate-transcripts
6sail.usc.edu/data.php
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TABLE IV
SUMMARIZES THE TESTING SET NORMALIZED CROSS-ENTROPY (NCE) FOR ASR SYSTEM CONFIDENCE ESTIMATION. HIGHER VALUES
OF NCE INDICATE BETTER ASR CONFIDENCE ESTIMATES. PERFECT ASR CONFIDENCE ESTIMATES GIVE AN NCE OF 1

TABLE V
SUMMARIZES THE TESTING SET EQUAL ERROR RATE (EER) FOR ASR SYSTEM CONFIDENCE ESTIMATION. LOWER VALUES
EER INDICATE BETTER ASR CONFIDENCE ESTIMATES. PERFECT ASR CONFIDENCE ESTIMATES GIVE AN EER OF 0

A. ASR System Confidence Estimation

OF

(25)

We generated word lattices with the Kaldi toolkit for all audio
files in the US presidential debate data set using 9 different ASR
systems - systems M1, M2, and M3 each trained on the WSJ,
HUB4, and ICSI data sets. We then extracted the 10-best lists
from the lattices along with time boundaries and AM/LM score
for each word hypothesis. We did not pick a larger N-best list
size because the lattices for a few short audio files contained
less than 10 unique sentence hypotheses. We then computed the
prosodic and lattice-based cues for word confidence estimation
as described in Section IV-B. We also labeled each word as correct or incorrect using the available human-generated transcriptions. We finally trained 3 separate CRFs for confidence estimation using the labeled 10-best lists for each ASR systems trained
on the 3 different data sets (HUB4, WSJ, and ICSI). Each CRF
used data for all 3 ASR systems (M1, M2, and M3) for a given
training data set (e.g. HUB4). We performed 4-fold cross-validation during training by leaving out 25% of each test speaker’s
utterances for testing and used the remaining data for training.
We used the default value of 1 for the L2 penalty weight in
.
We used two popular performance metrics for evaluating the
performance of the soft confidence score estimates given the
true word error labels. The first one is the equal error rate (EER)
which is the false alarm rate or the miss rate at the confidence
score threshold where the false alarm and miss rates are equal.
The EER can be graphically computed as the false alarm rate
or the miss rate at the point where the 45 line intersects the
detection error tradeoff (DET) curve.
We used normalized cross-entropy (NCE) as the second performance metric. We computed it as
(23)
where

(24)

is the total number of word hypotheses, is the number of
correct words, and is the label of the -th word (1 for correct
indicates that the
and 0 for incorrect). A small value of
pdfs of the true error labels and estimated confidence scores are
close. Division by
normalizes for the chance case when
all the word confidence scores equal the prior probability of the
word being correct. NCE thus increases with better confidence
score estimates.
Table IV shows the NCE values and Table V shows the EER
values for the various ASR systems and test set speakers. We
obtain an average NCE of 0.41 and an average EER of 0.17 over
all the test cases. We next evaluate the utility of the estimated
ASR confidence scores by using them in N-best ROVER.
B. ROVER WER
We used the ROVER algorithm to perform fusion of
10-best lists obtained from different ASR systems described
in Section IV-A. We adopted three strategies for this fusion
which allowed us to test the diversity-ROVER WER link across
different variants of the fusion rule.
1) Word Frequency-based ROVER: The traditional word frequency-based ROVER was the first fusion scheme. It results by
giving all the weight to the average word frequency vector
for each cohort set
in (4) by setting
. The first block
of rows in Table VI shows the WERs obtained after 10-best
fusion for different systems. We observe a reduction in WER
with respect to the 1-best WER in Table III for 19 out of the 27
cases for 10-best fusion within each model (M1, M2, and M3)
and within each training set (HUB4, WSJ, and ICSI). We next
compare the WERs for the M1+M2+M3 row with the WERs
of the individual systems and observe that the ROVER WER is
lower than the best component system’s WER in 5 out of 9 cases.
We observe that 10-best ROVER out-performs the WER of the
best component system in 2 out of 9 cases when fusing across
training sets in the last column block under WSJ+HUB4+ICSI.
The WERs for fusion across models and training sets shows
a similar trend. This leads us to conclude that the word frequency-based ROVER algorithm may not always reduce the
WER beyond the WER of the best component ASR system. Our
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TABLE VI
SUMMARIZES THE TESTING SET WERS FOR VARIOUS ASR SYSTEMS AFTER 10-BEST ROVER UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS. ‘+’ DENOTES FUSION OF
N-BEST LIST ACROSS TRAINING DATA SETS AND/OR SYSTEMS. E.G. THE M1 + M2 + M3 ROW FOR THE WSJ DATA SET INDICATES THAT WE FUSED
THE TOP-3 HYPOTHESES FROM THE M1, M2, AND M3 MODELS BEFORE PERFORMING ROVER. ORACLE CONFIDENCE-BASED ROVER PERFORMS
APPRECIABLY BETTER THAN UNWEIGHTED ROVER WHILE THE CRF CONFIDENCE-BASED ROVER GIVES A MINOR IMPROVEMENT

experiments in Section V-C give a possible reason for this observation by showing that this variant of ROVER is unable to
effectively utilize the inherent diversity in the N-best list.
2) Oracle Confidence-based ROVER: We next evaluated the
WER of the oracle confidence-weighted ROVER algorithm to
find out the lower bound on the WER after N-best fusion. Each
hypothesis word in the N-best list is assigned a confidence score
of 1 if it is correct with respect to the human-generated transcriptions and 0 otherwise. We used this oracle confidence score in
(4) and tuned the trade-off parameter using cross-validation.
The second block of rows in Table VI shows the WER after
oracle confidence-weighted ROVER for various cases. We observe a significant reduction in WER with respect to the unweighted ROVER WER for all cases. The best performance
is obtained when the 10-best list is composed of decoded sentences from all three models and ASR systems trained on all
three training data sets.7 This is intuitive because such a 10-best
list is very diverse and each sentence hypothesis makes complementary errors. The oracle confidence-weighted ROVER fusion rule is expected to utilize this diversity much better than
simple word frequency-based ROVER. We illustrate this point
through further experiments using the ambiguity decomposition
in Section V-C.
3) CRF Confidence-based ROVER: Our final fusion rule
uses the confidence scores generated by the CRF-based system
described in Section IV-B for ROVER fusion. We again tuned
using cross-validation. The third
the trade-off parameter
(last) block of rows in Table VI shows the WER after using
the CRF confidence scores for ROVER fusion. We observe
that the CRF confidence weighted ROVER reduces WER
beyond the unweighted ROVER in 40 out of all 48 cases. This
reduction in WER ranges from 0.1% to 1.5% (absolute). This
indicates that while using the CRF confidence scores is better
than word frequency-based ROVER, there is still a big gap in
WER with respect to the lowest achievable WER after ROVER
fusion using the oracle confidence scores. This is despite the
acceptable values of EER and NCE for the ASR confidence
7We

have highlighted the corresponding WERs in bold font in Table VI.

estimation as shown in Tables V and IV respectively. We thus
expect the CRF confidence-weighted ROVER to utilize N-best
diversity slightly better than the traditional variant but worse
than the oracle ROVER. Our experiments in the next section
confirm this assertion.
C. Analysis of Diversity-ROVER WER Link
This section presents our experiments to validate the theoretical link between N-best diversity and ROVER WER presented
in Section III. We use Theorems 1 and 2 to derive our proposed
link between diversity and ROVER WER in Theorem 3. The
proof of Theorem 3 simply requires substituting Theorem 1 in
Theorem 2. Hence, we first empirically validate Theorems 1 and
2. We generated confusion networks for the combined N-best
list and reference sentence hypothesis over all system combination variations on the test set in Table VI.
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the PDFs of the error between the
left (approximate ROVER WER) and right hand sides of the two
bounds in Theorem 1. The PDF of the error for the upper bound
should ideally have all its density supported on the negative real
axis, while the PDF for the lower-bound error should be supported on the positive real axis. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show that
this is true for an overwhelming majority of the test instances
). However, Theorem 1 assumes that the word errors
(
are IID, which is not the case in practice. Hence, the bounds are
violated for a rare minority of the test instances, as indicated
by the area under the two PDFs on their respective wrong sides
of 0.
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the scatter plot between the approximate ROVER WER in Theorem 2 and the difference of the average N-best WER and the N-best diversity. Theorem 2 says that
both these quantities are equal. This is evident from Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b) for all test instances across all system combination scenarios in Table VI.
To gain further insight into the nature of our proposed diversity-ROVER WER link, we performed more experiments on
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Fig. 2. This figure shows the probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the error in the bounds in Theorem 1. We observe
) of the decoded test files over all system combination variations in Table VI. The fraction of the few
that the bounds hold for an appreciably high fraction (
bound violations is denoted by the height of the curves in the two bottom figures at the point of intersection with the black 0 line. These violations occur because
(b) Optimal tuned on development set.
Theorem 1 assumes word errors to be IID, which is not the case in practice (a)

Fig. 3. This figure shows the scatter plot between the approximate ROVER WER and the difference of the average N-best WER and N-best diversity for all
decoded test files over all system combination variations in Table VI. Theorem 2 says that the approximate ROVER WER equals the difference of the average
(b) Optimal tuned on development
N-best WER and the N-best diversity. The above plots illustrate this because all the points lie on the 45 line (a)
set.

Theorem 3. This theorem relates the ROVER WER to average
N-best WER and N-best diversity through upper and lower
bounds. In order to compensate for the error in these bounds
and provide interpretability to the experiments, we instead
consider the following version of the decomposition for a given
cohort sets:
utterance with

ROVER WER

-best WER

N-best Diversity
(26)

where is a parameter that we learn through least squares regression. also provides us additional interpretation. It equals
the decrease in ROVER WER with a unit increase in N-best
diversity keeping the average N-best WER constant. It thus denotes the degree to which a given ROVER fusion rule utilizes
diversity in the N-best list. Higher values of indicate a more
diversity-sensitive fusion rule.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the scatter plots of the ROVER WER with
the average N-best WER and the N-best diversity, respectively,
using the oracle confidence scores. As expected, the ROVER
WER reduces with decreasing average WER of the N-best list
in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note from Fig. 5 that the ROVER
WER shows a decreasing trend with increasing diversity of the
N-best list. Both Figs. 4 and 5 however show only a moderately
linear correlation.
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Fig. 4. This figure shows the scatter plot between ROVER WER and average
N-best WER of different 10-best lists combined using the oracle confidenceweighted ROVER algorithm. We have averaged the WERs across all test utterances and ignored any impact of N-best diversity in this plot. We observe a correlation coefficient of 0.718 and root mean-squared error (RMSE) of 7.562 between average N-best WER and the ROVER WER. Hence in general, ROVER
WER decreases as the ASR systems being combined become more accurate.

Fig. 6. This figure shows the scatter plot between ROVER WER and an optimal
linear combination of average N-best WER and diversity of different 10-best
lists combined using the oracle confidence-weighted ROVER algorithm. We
have averaged the WERs across all test utterances and computed the coefficient
using least-squares linear regression. We observe a correlation coefficient of 0.991 and RMSE of 0.784 between the optimal linear combination and
the ROVER WER. Thus this optimal linear combination predicts the ROVER
WER better than the average N-best WER and diversity considered individually.
TABLE VII
SHOWS THE MEDIAN PER-UTTERANCE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
THE ROVER WER AND ITS OPTIMAL APPROXIMATION IN (26). THIS
TABLE ALSO CONTAINS THE 90% BOOTSTRAP CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR
THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. WE OBSERVE THAT ALL CORRELATION
COEFFICIENTS ARE CLOSE TO 0.9 AND SIGNIFICANT AT THE 10% LEVEL

Fig. 5. This figure shows the scatter plot between ROVER WER and diversity of different 10-best lists combined using the oracle confidence-weighted
ROVER algorithm. We have averaged the WERs across all test utterances and
ignored any average N-best WER in this plot. We observe a correlation coefbetween N-best diversity and the ROVER WER. Hence in
ficient of
general, ROVER WER decreases as the ASR systems being combined become
more diverse.

We next performed least squares linear regression on the
ROVER WER using both the average N-best WER and N-best
diversity to check the proposed approximate decomposition in
(26). Fig. 6 shows the resulting scatter plot. The correlation
coefficient is significantly higher than in Figs. 4 and 5. We also
obtain an appreciably small RMSE of 2.89. These results highlight the accuracy of the proposed approximate decomposition
for the ROVER WER in (26). The estimated of 0.56 shows
that the ROVER WER decreases by 0.56% (absolute) with a
unit increase in the N-best diversity keeping the average N-best
WER constant.
Figs. 4 and 5 also highlight the trade-off between average
N-best WER and N-best diversity predicted by the ambiguity
decomposition. We consider the N-best list produced by the
M3 model trained on the HUB4 data set, and a combination of
N-best lists from the M1, M2, and M3 models trained on the
same data set. Both have identical ROVER WERs close to 30%.

Fig. 4 shows that the M3 N-best list has an significantly lower
average WER than the combined M1+M2+M3 N-best list. This
is intuitive because the sentence hypotheses from M1 and M2
models have a higher WER than the hypotheses from the M3
models. However, Fig. 5 shows that M1+M2+M3 N-best list
also has a much higher N-best diversity than the M1 N-best list.
The approximate ambiguity decomposition in (26) says that this
higher diversity compensates for the higher N-best WER for the
M1+M2+M3 N-best list and the fused hypotheses have similar
WER for the two cases, as apparent from Fig. 6.
We next present statistical significance tests over the entire
test set for the three speakers. Table VII shows the median perutterance correlation coefficient for each speaker between the
ROVER WER and the right-hand side of (26) with optimal
found using least squares regression. We present results for the
),
three ROVER fusion rules - word frequency-based (
oracle confidence-based, and CRF confidence-based. The for
the latter two rules were found using cross-validation and are
the same as in Section V-B. We observe that all correlation
coefficients are close to 0.9 and significant at the 10% level
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TABLE VIII
SHOWS THE MEDIAN PER-UTTERANCE IN (26) ESTIMATED USING LEAST
SQUARED REGRESSION BETWEEN THE ROVER WER AND ITS OPTIMAL
APPROXIMATION. INDICATES THAT THE IS SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN
FOR
USING WILCOXON’S SIGNED RANK
THE CORRESPONDING
TEST AT THE 10% SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL. INDICATES THAT THE IS
SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER THAN THE CORRESPONDING FOR
USING
CRF CONFIDENCE-WEIGHTED ROVER. WE OBSERVE THAT THE ORACLE
CONFIDENCE ROVER IS MOST SENSITIVE TO DIVERSITY IN THE N-BEST LIST
DUE TO ITS SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER , FOLLOWED BY THE CRF CONFIDENCE
ROVER AND THE WORD FREQUENCY-BASED ROVER

using a bootstrap confidence interval. This indicates that the proposed approximate decomposition accurately predicts the true
ROVER WER.
We next compare the three ROVER fusion rules with respect to their sensitivity to N-best diversity. The WER results in
Section V-B showed that ROVER with oracle confidence scores
gave the lowest WER after fusion. This was followed by the
CRF confidence-weighted ROVER. The word frequency-based
ROVER gave the least improvement over the 1-best WER. We
now provide an explanation for this observation based on the
proposed decomposition. Table VIII shows the median per-utterance for the three ROVER fusion rules across speakers in
the test set. (26) says that is the sensitivity of the fusion rule to
diversity in the N-best list. More sensitive fusion rules are expected to have a higher and thus utilize the N-best diversity
better, leading to lower WER upon ROVER fusion.
Table VIII shows that the oracle confidence ROVER has the
highest median for all test speakers out of the three fusion
strategies. This is intuitive because it uses the true word error
label as a confidence score and is thus able to give low emphasis to erroneous words in each confusion bin during fusion.
This leads to better utilization of diversity or complementarity
in the N-best list. The CRF confidence-weighted ROVER gives
the next highest because the confidence scores generated by
the CRF model are not perfect as indicated by the EER and NCE
results in Section V-A. Hence some words with high confidence
might actually be incorrect and may thus degrade ROVER fusion performance. These errors in ASR confidence estimation
thus prevent ROVER from taking advantage of the inherent diversity in the N-best list. The word frequency-based ROVER
weighs each system equally during fusion and is thus totally
oblivious to word errors. Hence it gives the highest WERs out
of the three schemes.
We have established and investigated into our proposed theoretical link between ASR diversity and ROVER WER in this
section through several experiments. The next section gives a
general discriminative framework for jointly training diverse
ASR systems which utilizes the decomposition presented in this
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paper. We also show that some recent approaches for training diverse ASR systems are special cases of our framework.
VI. A UNIFIED DISCRIMINATIVE APPROACH FOR JOINTLY
TRAINING DIVERSE ASR SYSTEMS
Prior work has used intuitive algorithmic modifications to
train diverse ASR systems as discussed in Section I. However,
some recent works have also focused on explicit discriminative
training algorithms for this purpose [59]–[61]. Our proposed
theoretical link between diversity and ROVER WER unifies
these approaches and motivates a principled approach for jointly
training diverse ASR systems in a discriminative fashion.
Let
the
ASR
systems
have
parameters
. Consider a given training data
set of
audio files with observed acoustic feature vector
sequences
and reference words sequences
. Let the
ASR systems produce word
hypothesis sequences
for
. We consider
a multi-system version of the minimum Bayes risk (MBR)
training objective function [62] because it generalizes other
popular discriminative training objective functions8 such
as ones used in the maximum mutual information (MMI)
[40], minimum word error (MWE) [64], and minimum word
error (MPE) training. Our joint MBR optimization problem
minimizes the expected WER of the ROVER word hypothesis
sequence
obtained by combining the
hypotheses for
. This optimization problem is

(27)
computes the WER between two sentence hywhere
potheses and
is the joint probability
density function (pdf) of the sentence hypotheses from the
ASR systems. Thus
equals the average of the confusion
bin WERs
over each audio file which we used in the
prior sections. The above optimization problem is difficult to
solve because of the expectation with respect to the joint pdf
of hypotheses from all
ASR systems and the use of the
ROVER hypothesis
. We now show how the proposed
decomposition in this paper considerably simplifies the MBR
objective function in (27).
We first upper-bound the WER of the ROVER sentence hypothesis
by the average WER of the sentence hypotheses
and the diversity using Theorem 3:

(28)
The constants in the above equation depend on the ROVER
parameter and
as discussed in Section III, and are independent of . We hence ignore them. The trade-off parameter
8Heigold et al. [63] provide an excellent overview of various discriminative
training algorithms for ASR.
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is non-negative. We note that the diversity term still depends
on the ROVER hypothesis
which makes joint training
difficult because we need to sum over all possible hypotheses
sequences from all
ASR systems in (27). However, is just
the Levenshtein string metric and we use the triangle inequality
for any two pairs of hypotheses sentences
and
:

(29)
Adding the above inequalities over all possible unique pairs
of hypotheses gives the following pairwise lower-bound on the
diversity term:

(30)
Hence the upper-bound on the WER of the ROVER hypothesis in (28) can be relaxed to the following upper-bound that is
independent of the ROVER hypothesis
:

(31)
The above bound enables us to marginalize the joint pdf in the
diversity term and gives the following relaxation to the original
joint MBR problem in (27):

(32)
The first term in the above objective function is proportional
to the average Bayes risk for all ASR systems, and the second
term is proportional to the average pairwise Bayes risk of the
systems. This latter diversity term is significantly easier to compute than the joint diversity term in (27) because it involves a
sum over all hypothesis from pairs of ASR systems.
Setting
in (32) leads to disjoint MBR training of the
ASR systems without any explicit diversity criterion, though the
systems can be made diverse through implicit techniques such
as randomized decision trees [12]. For
, the optimization
problem in (32) can be solved iteratively over each ASR system.
Thus the parameters for system are estimated such that they
have low Bayes risk with respect to the reference transcriptions
and high average Bayes risk or diversity from all other (
)
ASR systems.

Our joint optimization approach is different from the MBR
leveraging (MBRL) algorithm by Breslin and Gales [60].
MBRL is a sequential training algorithm where the -th ASR
system is trained with respect to the previously trained (
)
systems. The confusion networks from the previous (
)
systems are aligned with the reference to find incorrectly
predicted words, which are then assigned higher loss while
training the -th ASR system. Our objective function in (32)
is an upper-bound on the Bayes risk of the ROVER hypothesis.
Jointly training the
ASR systems via (32) thus directly
impacts the average fusion performance.
Tachioka and Watanabe [61] propose an MMI-based discriminative training criterion for training diverse ASR systems. The
-th system is trained by maximizing the mutual information
with the correct word sequence and minimizing the average mutual information to the hypotheses word sequences to the (
)
base systems. This is a special case of our ambiguity decomposition-based formulation in (32) because the MBR objective with
a 0/1 error function reduces to the MMI objective. Our approach also similarly reduces to the complementary phone error
(CPE) formulation by Diehl and Woodland [59] when the ASR
systems are trained sequentially and only the 1-best hypotheses
transcriptions from the previous (
) systems are used for
computing the diversity instead of taking an expectation over
all possible hypotheses sequences as in (32).
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a theoretical basis of the link between
the WER of the fused hypothesis generated by the ROVER algorithm and the diversity of the constituent ASR systems. We
draw upon the ensemble methods literature in machine learning
for our purpose by first presenting a vector space model for
ROVER fusion. This enables us to approximately decompose
the WER of the ROVER output in terms of the average WER
of the sentence hypotheses being combined and the diversity
of the N-best list. This decomposition gives a natural definition
of N-best diversity - the spread of the individual sentence hypotheses about the ROVER output in the proposed vector space
model. It also highlights the trade-off between average N-best
WER and diversity. Sentence hypotheses with high WER can
lower the ROVER WER provided they are diverse and the fusion rule is able to take advantage of them. We also refine our
proposed approximate decomposition through upper and lower
bounds on the error rate.
We next present experimental evidence for the accuracy of
the proposed decomposition using multiple ASRs trained with
the Kaldi toolkit and multiple ROVER fusion schemes. Our experiments also provide insights into different ROVER WERs
for different fusion schemes based on the decomposition. Using
the true (oracle) word error label as confidence score leads to
lowest WER upon fusion because it is more sensitive to diversity in the N-best list as indicated by higher in (26). This is intuitively followed by ROVER which uses CRF-generated confidence scores and no confidence scores (only word frequencies)
in order of increasing ROVER WER. We also present a unified minimum Bayes risk (MBR) approach for systematically
training diverse AMs using the proposed decomposition. This
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discriminative training framework generalizes several recent attempts at incorporating diversity in the AM training objective
function.
There are several interesting implications of this work. First
and foremost, it provides theoretical insight into the often-observed empirical benefit of fusing diverse ASR systems using
ROVER. This is especially important given the prevalence of
real-world systems involving multiple ASR systems. Second,
we believe that this work can motivate more principled approaches for training diverse ASR systems. Recent work on
minimum Bayes risk leveraging [60], complementary phone
error training [59], and diverse MMI training [61] for ASR
systems are steps in the right direction9. We also believe that
the proposed results can be useful in non-ASR contexts, such
as ROVER fusion of transcriptions from multiple human
annotators in a crowd-sourcing setting.

APPENDIX
A. The Link Between Bias-Variance and Ambiguity
Decompositions
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Hence the expectation of any function
comes the convex sum

over

be-

(35)
Substituting the above expression in (33) and re-arranging the
terms gives the ambiguity decomposition

(36)
We conclude that the bias-variance decomposition equals
the ambiguity decomposition only when all regressors have
the same functional form and are estimating the conditional
expectation
as the target. The ambiguity decomposition
does not impose such constraints.
B. Proofs

Consider a training data set
for learning a regressor
by minimizing the
squared error loss function. We know that the optimal regressor
which minimizes squared error is the conditional expectation
or
to simplify the notation. We denote the
learned regressor as
because it is a function of the training
data set . Consider a given . The random variable
might be an excellent approximation to
only for a specific choice of training data set . Hence, a better measure of
the approximation error is the expected squared error between
the optimal and learned regressors, where the expectation is
taken over
, i.e. a probability distribution over the space
of training data sets.
The bias-variance decomposition [28] states for an input ,
this expected squared error decomposes as:

Proof of Lemma 1: Expand

in (6) as
(37)

Both
and
vectors. Hence

are 1 because

and

are 1-in-

bit

(38)
Now
are IID samples from a Bernoulli random
variable with parameter . Hence the ML estimate of is
(39)
(40)

(33)
The first term on the right-hand side is the squared-bias of
the learned regressor
and computes the squared error between the mean prediction and the optimal estimate
.
The second term is the variance of the random variable
over
and measures the spread of the predictions about the
mean prediction.
We now show the relation between (33) and the ambiguity
decomposition [24]. Let
be the following mixture model
over
data sets:
(34)
9[65] presents a similar approach for training diverse maximum entropy
models.

Proof of Lemma 2: We first prove the upper-bound on
Expand
as

.

(41)
where

because

is a 1-in-

bit vector. Also
(42)
(43)

due to (4) and Jensen’s inequality for the convex squarednorm. We next use the fact that
. Since
because all entries of
are nonnegative and sum to 1, this gives us
. Similarly,
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because the sum of entries
of the average confidence score vector
is less than or equal
to 1. Hence we can write the upper-bound

Proof of Theorem 3: We start with the result of Theorem 2
and substitute the lower-bound in (13) on the average of
. This gives

(44)
We now use the fact that
are IID random variables with support
and mean . Hence
(54)

(45)
is the ML estimate of . Thus (44) becomes
(46)
Re-arranging this gives us the desired upper-bound on
.
We use the following inequality for
in place of the
upper-bound in (43) to prove the lower-bound on
:
(47)
(48)
because

and
. We have utilized the fact that the effective dimension of
is
and not in the upper-bound on
.
Rest of the steps of the proof for the lower-bound on
remain the same as for the upper-bound.
Proof of Theorem 1: We substitute the equality for
from Lemma 1 into the inequalities for
proved in Lemma 2
to prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2: We use the definition of the approximate ROVER WER from the last section and expand
(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
Taking average of both sides over

and dividing by 2 gives

(53)
The final term on the right-hand side is zero because of the
. Re-arranging the resulting equation gives us
definition of
the ambiguity decomposition for ROVER WER.

beWe then use the fact that
cause
is a -in- bit vector. We finally again use the lowerbound in (13) on the average of
to give the
desired upper-bound.
The proof of the lower-bound proceeds similarly as above
except that we use the upper-bound in (12) instead of (13).
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